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Transmedia, a broad descriptive word that literally translated 
means “across media” and encompasses many strategies that 

transverse industries, is generally regarded as the use of multiple 
media platforms to tell a story or story experience.

The starting point…



Introduction: Conceptualizing National and Cultural Transmediality

Part I: European Transmediality
1. United Kingdom: The Justified Ancients of Mu Mu’s ‘Comeback’ as 
a Transmedia Undertaking 
2. Spain: Emergences, Strategies and Limitations of Spanish 
Transmedia Productions
3. Portugal: Transmedia Brand Narratives, Cultural Intermediaries 
and Port Wine
4. France: Telling Tales of Cultural Heritage using Transmedia 
Storytelling
5. Estonia: Transmedial Disruptions and Converging 
Conceptualizations in a Small Country

Part II: North and South American Transmediality
6. United States: Trans-Worldbuilding in the Stephen King Multiverse
7. Canada: Transmediality as News Media and Religious 
Radicalization
8. Colombia: Transmedia Projects in Contexts of Armed Conflict and 
Political Change
9. Brazil: Reconfigurations and Spectatorship in Brazilian Telenovelas

Part III: Asian Transmediality
10. Japan: Fictionality, Transmedia National Branding and the Tokyo 
2020 Olympic Games
11. India: Augmented Reality, Transmedia Reality and Priya’s Shakti
12 Russia: Interactive Documentary, Slow Journalism and the 
Transmediality of Grozny: Nine Cities



INDUSTRIALISATION
Ó Mass production
Ó Mass communication
Ó Printing technologies
Ó Modern advertising 
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CONSUMER CULTURE
Ó Franchising
Ó Merchandising
Ó Licensing

MEDIA REGULATION
Ó Propaganda
Ó War Films



Ñ Franchising and fictional world-building (USA)
Ñ Participatory art practice (UK)
Ñ Promotion tool for independent filmmakers (Estonia)
Ñ Democratically-augmented journalism (Russia)
Ñ Media tool for religious radicalization (Canada)
Ñ (Re)building national identities (Japan)
Ñ Cultural heritage and digital museum spaces (France)
Ñ Political/social activism communication (Colombia)

Transmedia around the globe

(Freeman, M. and Proctor, W. (eds). Global Convergence 
Cultures: Transmedia Earth. London: Routledge, 2018) 





Transmedia in Colombia
“The multiplicity of socio-political factors shaping the 
Colombian Armed Conflict highlights the need to adopt 
a complex and multidimensional approach in order to 
understand the nature, and future solution, of this 
conflict” 
(Gomez, 2018)



Ñ“The project is about preserving the memory 
of the population and seeks recognition of 
the settlers, victims of internal displacement 
by generators of violence (criminal gangs).”

Ñ Camilo Tamayo Gomez, EAFIT University (2015)         

Transmedia as memory-making
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- ‘Creating Blockbuster 
Worlds’







Ñ “Transmediality is the building 
of experiences across and 
between the borders where 
multiple media platforms 
coalesce … a mode of themed 
storytelling that, by blending 
content and promotion, fiction 
and non-fiction, commerce and 
democratization, interactivity 
and participation, affords 
immersive, emotional 
experiences that join up with the 
social world in dynamic ways” 

Ñ (Freeman & Gambarato, 2018)



Desarmados (Disarmed), is an innovative transmedia project that aims to reconstruct the 
cultural memory of the Colombian armed conflict through correspondence between 

survivors and civil society. The purpose is to involve young people with the country’s 
history and give them a platform to ask questions to ex guerrilla and 

paramilitary fighters as well as civilian victims. It will harness the potentials of 
transmediality – the telling of stories across multiple media platforms – to allow the 

young people of Colombia to meet the various voices of the war: peasants, indigenous 
people, Afro-descendants, soldiers, teachers, ex-guerillas and paramilitaries. They will 

tell their experiences through multiple platforms so to understand the origin of the 
country’s violence that has produced the conflict for more than 60 years.



Ñ EAFIT University
Ñ The Colombian Government
Ñ The Colombian Ministry of Culture 
Ñ The Colombian Ministry of Information and Communications
Ñ The Salesians of Don Bosco (Roman Catholic religious group who 

own the secondary schools where the project is being tested)
Ñ Bath Spa University



With Desarmados, the project will: harness and 
appropriate commercial research ideas about 

storytelling across multiple media platforms as a tool 
for documenting the citizens of Medellín and for 

narrativizing their memories of the Colombian armed 
conflict; reconstruct the cultural memory of the 

Colombian armed conflict; and develop workshops 
with a total of five secondary schools in Medellin to 
help engage young people in the transmedia project 

and to test new transmedia education materials as tools 
for social enterprise between survivors and civil society. 

Project Aims



Ñ Develop audiovisual content for the project, specifically making video 
letters with victims and survivors of the Colombian Armed Conflict.

Ñ Develop smartphone applications for the project, particularly apps to 
share civil society´s narratives.

Ñ Develop workshops with secondary schools in Medellin to engage 
young people and to test the new transmedia educational materials.

What will we do…



Our research – capturing the 
histories of individuals…



As project leader Juan Sebastián Zuluaga explains:

“It is a platform that aims to generate an exchange of 
correspondences and, in addition, become a pedagogical tool of 
the Chair for Peace. It offers an interactive map, with a timeline, 
showing animated videos that explain the relevant events of the 
armed conflict. We chose twelve facts initially, but we will 
expand it. The country of Colombia cannot simply turn the page 
after sixty years of conflict. If we forget the victims it is to 
victimize them a second time. Those who left, those who died 
and those who suffered during the conflict have to be in force in 
the memory of their society, otherwise it risks victimizing them 
all over again. So a project like this is not to revive wounds but is 
to remember that we have forever tarnished the human being.”

Not to revive old wounds…



… but to bind individuals 
together and remedy the future

“Positive emotion trumps negative emotion ever time. We 
all yearn for reconciliation, for catharsis. We need to have 

a positive emotional reaction to all this.” 
– Cobb, Inception (2010)



Website – remembering the past

http://desarmados.org



Mapping history via place…



Mapping cultural memory 
via individual reflection…



Foregiveness 
Reconciliation

Hope

App – imagining the future



Student Workbook



Challenges – enacting the future

Letter Writing

Lesson learned:
“Solidarity and respect are 
reflected in this letter to Diana, one 
of the protagonists of Disarmed. In 
every mail we realize how young 
Colombians trust that peace is the 
way!!” (Age 8)



Challenges – enacting the future
Drawings

“What does ’freedom’ mean to you?”

Memory Tree Games

Lesson learned:
“A new message to Pastor Mira. The young 
people of the country admire her and trust that 
through teaching such as hers we can 
understand the virtues of peace” (Age 10)



Social – documenting the future



Physical emblems –
commemorating the future



Ñ “Postmemory” describes the relationship that the 
“generation after” bears to the personal, collective, and 
cultural trauma of those who came before to experiences 
they “remember” only by means of the stories, images, 
and behaviors among which they grew up […]

Ñ “But these experiences were transmitted to them so 
deeply and affectively as to seem to constitute memories 
in their own right. Postmemory´s connection to the past 
is thus actually mediated not by recall but by imaginative 
investment, projection, and creation.”

Ñ (Marianne Hirsch, 2012)

Transmedia as cross-generational 
and the question of postmemory



Ñ Memory & reconciliation
Ñ Education & social activism
Ñ Community-building

…that all join together as an 
experience between multiple media 
platforms and with the social world

So, then… characterising 
the transmedia model



Ñ‘The development of transmedia 
narratives is a clear example of how 
constructions of memory, recognition 
and solidarity are a healing process for 
victims in contexts of armed conflict. 
Thus, the development of transmedia 
products to construct memory 
narratives is based on expressive 
activism as an instrument to exercise 
political and social actions in the public 
spheres of this Colombian city.’

ÑGomez (2018)

Memory & reconciliation…



Education & social activism…



Ñ “The key, it seems, lies in the way that transmedia 
can enable not just the spreading of messages 
across multiple media, but equally the creation of a 
social fence around those messages, inviting 
participation and building a stronger community 
[…]

Ñ “[Transmedia] is a formula for presenting socially 
impactful information via an array of public 
entertainment formats (games, museums, web-
series, etc.) that serves to educate its community 
and invite active engagement and a sense of 
participation.” 

Ñ (Freeman, 2016)

Community-building…



Ñ“I believe that transmedia in Colombia can 
contribute to creating processes of memory, 
recognition and solidarity for the victims of 
the Colombian armed conflict. I think that 
using and developing transmedia with local 
communities can be the clue to starting real 
processes of reconciliation in our country.”

ÑStudent enrolled on MA in Transmedia 
Communication at EAFIT University (2015)


